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Since my last report,
one of our more
know]edgeable
members has been made a consultant on Canal Zone stamps for the Philatelic
Foundation.
This, I feel, will improve
the
re]iability of their certificates.
The seventh mail sale is coming along very well.
This year there are 42 con signers to our sale with
a catalogue

and estimate

of over $50,000.00.

As

of this writing, there are over] 25 bidders bidding
on over 75% of the lots. A complete
in the next Phi]atelist.

o

report will be

Every year catalogues
and Canal
Zone
Philatelists
are returned
with the notation
'deceased.' Dick Sa]z and I have contacted some
of the families about the disposition
of their
Canal Zone stamps. Some have stated that the
families are taking over the collection
while
others have sent materia] for sale, and still others
just don't know what they will eventually do. Our
Canal Zone sales are one place where you will
realize a very fair price for your Canal Zone
items. Remember,
only members or families of
deceased members can put materia] in the sale
which is run every October.
More and more members are using the Canal
Zone Study Group.
More and more members are using the Canal
Zone Study Group sale each year and all are
pleased with the results. If anyone
questions, please contact Dick Sa]z,

has any
our Vice

President, or myself.
The holidays are upon us so at this time I would

Fig. 1. Cover carried on first nonstop ocean to ocean flight.
The first nonstop flight from the Atlantic to the
Pacific oceans took place in the Canal Zone. This
was, of course,
incomparably
easier to accomp]ish in the Canal Zone compared
to the
United States because of the much shorter dis-

Fourth Liberty Loan Committee.
The envelope
was addressed in large -blue ]ett~s ti)- "Liberty
Loan Committee, Balboa Heights, C. Z." A total
of 919 of these penalty envelopes were flown and

tance between the oceans. This was also the first

each one is numbered on the face in blue by a
machine with a consecutive number. Since they

air mail flight in the Canal

are penalty

Zone.

envelopes,

they bear no stamps.

The

This flight was made on October ]8, ]918 as a
means of promoting
the sales of the Fourth

present scarcity of these covers is no doubt due to
the fact that most of the subscribers were not

Liberty Bond campaign in connection with World
War I. Anyone who subscribed for a bond could

stamp collectors and so relatively
have come into philatelic hands.

obtain an envelope carried on the flight, Fig. 1.
Some penalty envelopes in size 9 were prepared
with rose red printing
reading "This envelope
fourth liberty loan from
first nonstop

across the entire face
carried subscription
to
carried by

ocean to ocean aero mail service."

This wording was all in capital letters. Then there
was a place for the signature of C. H. Calhoun,
Director of Posts and of H. Rose, Chairman,

In addition

to the penalty

envelopes

ing Scott No. 45 is shown in Fig. 2 and a post card
bearing Scott NO.4] is shown in Fig. 3. All covers
carried on this flight are postmarked
with a
special cancel in blue reading "THE PANAMA
(Continued

o
-25-

approx-

ISO letters
and IS post cards, each
imately
prepaid
at the rate of IO¢ each, and three
registered letters were carried. An envelope bear-

like to wish all members a very Merry Christmas,
a Happy New Year, and Happy Holidays to all.

Fig. 2. Flown cover franked with Scott No. 45.

few of them

Fig. 3. Flown card franked with Scott No. 41.
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Auctions
Only a moderate
was sold at auction

amount of Canal Zone stamps
during

the summer

quarter

with the exception of a single large sale which is
reviewed separately. The better grade stamps in
good condition
continued
to sell at around
catalogue

price.

Booklet

panes

and

postal

stationery
continue in strong demand.
In the
following list the Scott catalogue number is in the
first column followed by a description
necessary. The price realized is followed

where
by the

catalogue price (in parentheses)
as listed in the
auction catalogue. The last column indicates the
auctioneer by a code explained at the end. All
items are unused and without serious defects unless mentioned otherwise. All prices have been
rounded to the nearest dollar.
I, used
I
6,7

8
lOa
14b

($ 185)

KEL

(
(

185)
77)

BAL
SGL

90 (
(

55)
100)

(

125)

WOL
WOL
WOL

$180
150
110
110
150

15, block of 4, 2 with 16 mm
PANAMA

3400

22a

475

24c, block of 4
32a
36a

525
190
125

36b
39d
3ge
46

95
55
260
165

150)

WOL

(

450)

WOL

53b
55a

375
80

(
(

300)
50)

WOL
WOL

56a

230

(

] 50)

WOL

stamp and partial overprints
on two further
stamps, $1500 ($275). The only recorded example

56f
60-66

350
85

(
(

300)
105)

WOL

of the 1927 booklet

WOL
WOL
WOL

recorded example of No. UX Ic, triple overprint,
one inverted, small tear and slight stains, sold for

SGL
WOL

$1200 ($400). The very rare 1921 and 1924 postal
cards sold as follows: No. UX5, $650 ($600) and

61 b, in pr. with normal

350

(

20 I)

450

(

400)

70-81

185

(

163)

71d, S.E.
86c
91c
94

90
165
60
95

(
(
(
(

120)
150)
50)
95)

80
50

(
(

82)
50)

C08-12, used

550

(

675)

11-3

170

(

205)

J3
115-17

160
46

(
(

150)
52)

400

(

350)

WOL

UX3, used
UX4, used

listed as UFI)
420 (450)
48 (
50)
21 (
25)

SCH
SCH
SCH

APF, Apfelbaum;

BAL, Bruce Ball; KAF, Kauf-

120-135, C15-20
C2

(incorrectly

(
(

300)
600)

APF

No. UX6, $500 ($400). The Type

KAF
WOL
KAF
SPB
KAF

(
(

45)
200)

WOL
WOL
WOL

(

150)

WOL

T

registration

ple of No. UFI to be offered at auction in several
years brought $550 ($600) in spite of a light
horizontal crease. Collectors should be cautioned
that several auctions in the past year have listed
an example of No. UFI, which was really No.
UFla. It is very easy to tell the two types apart
since Type I has 8 mm between CANAL and
ZONE while Type" has 9\4 mm.
A serious collector should obtain the list of
prices realized

from William

Fox. Only a small

selection from the remaining lots can be given
below: Scott No.3 on cover, $420 ($225); Nos. 48 on cover, $375; No. 12 with PANAMA

reading

up on cover, $170; No. 46 on post card, $290;
Nos. 11 (6) + J2 (2) on cover, $150; No.1, $260

Second Fox Sale
In the last issue we reported on the May auction
by William
Fox of the largest Canal Zone
collection that had been offered at auction in

($210); No. I, stamp with nearly complete ~rst
day cancel of June 24,1904, $450; 9, ON dropped,
$110($80); lOb, no gum, short perf., $500 ($550);

many years. In September
Fox offered another
large Canal Zone collection that included several
unique pieces and much desirable material. The

12e. light stain, $450 ($400); 14f, $375 ($350); 15,
$900 ($900).
No. 22a, block of 4, $800 ($600); 23d, $230

total selling price of the Canal Zone material in
this sale was $60,635. Because of their unusual
nature many of the lots were not listed with a

($250);

catalogue

price and had only an estimated

value.

24c, $200 ($150);

3ge, $260 ($225); 46.

$200 ($200); 48, minor gum dist., $475 ($475);
61b, $230 ($225); 67, $475 ($425); 86a in block of
9, $350 ($360); 116a, $375 ($400).
Booklet panes: No. 38b, $200 ($150); 39g, $400
($375); 56g, $575 ($450); lOla, $70 ($65).

The lots listed with a catalogue price sold for
$42,275 against a catalogue value of $49,953.
Thus they realized 84.6% of catalogue. This is an
excellent realization considering that a number of

U2c, $425 ($375);

lots containing

($450); UX I a, $375 ($250); UX3, used, $50 ($50).

many stamps grouped together are

No. 08, used, $375 ($350); U2b. $400 ($250);
U 15, $70 ($60); UFI a, $425

included in the totals; also a number of the stamps
were only in fair condition.
Perhaps the greatest interest in this auction was
shown in the sale of Scott No. 31a, inverted center

First Ocean to Ocean Flight-

and overprint reading down. This was the first
time that this stamp had been offered at public

CANAL

auction. Only two whole copies of this stamp are
known plus part of a third copy (the statement in
the auction catalogue that four copies are known
is an error). This copy was described as having a
small thin and a few short perfs. It brought $6250
against a catalogue price of $7000. It is reported
that it was not bought by a Canal Zone collector,
but that it was the last stamp needed to complete
a collection of the inverted centers of the world.
included a cover

with a pair of No. C25a which brought

$1100. A

known copies have defects)
brought
$2000
($3000). A mint copy of the very rare No. 47 with
the perfs in at top brought almost full catalogue,
$925 ($950).

150)

100)
75)

pane of six, No. lOla, with a

very light double CANAL on bottom two stamps
sold for $1400. Another unique item, the only

envelope, No. UFl, of 1918 is much scarcer than
the Type"
envelope, No. UFla. The first exam-

bottom

(

of No.
on one

SGL
WOL

WOL
APF
WOL
WOL

(
(

$450 ($464). The only reported example
84c, block of six with overprint missing

WOL

mann; KEL, Kelleher; SCH, Schiff; SGL, Siegel;
SPB, Sotheby, Parke, Bernet; WOL, Wolffers.

Other items of special interest
( 3600)

BAL

67

30.00

No larger advertisements
than above are accepted.
Remittance
must accompany
copy.
Deadline
for ads, first day of Jan., Apr.,
July, Oct. Send all manuscript
and ad copy
to the Editor.

set sold for

(

400

UFla

17.50

1924 Coat of Arms

170

48, dist. o.g.

08, used

$ 9.00

The unissued

46a

inprint

block of No. 22a (with two pairs

imperf. between) brought $800 ($600). A copy of
the famous wrong head error, No. 40a, with a
small tear at left and light crease (almost all
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(Continued

from

page 25)

/ ATLANTIC-PACIFIC

/ First Trip /

AERO MAIL / 9 A. M., Oct. 18/1918."
This
was applied at Cristobal before the flight began.
A receiving mark in reddish rose was applied to
the face of each cover reading "BALBOA
HEIGHTS,
C.
AERO MAIL
The envelope
master Gerald
Coveleski
known

Z. / RECEIVED
/ First Trip /
/ 10 A. M., Oct. 18/ 1918."
in Fig. 2 was sent by the PostD. Bliss at Cristobal
to J. P.

at Balboa Heights. These are both well-

philatelists

in the early

history

of the

Canal Zone.
The post card shown in Fig. 3 was sent to Mr.
R. Bowley, Y.M.C.A. Barber, Balboa, C. Z. The
message on the card states "I am sending you 10
post-cards by Air Post. Kindly return them all,
sealed in an envelope to my address, Colon, R.P.
Your friend, Hans Marseen."
The flight was made in a U.S. Army seaplane.
In

Fig.

4

is shown

a copy

of

an

original

Fig. 6. Cover carried on first ocean to ocean submarine mail service.

Fig. 5. Plane preparing for take off.

I

photograph

of Major Walter W. Wynne receiving

the mail for the flight near Cristobal.

In Fig. 5 we

see the plane preparing to take off. The flight
from the Atlantic to the Pacific took exactly 36
minutes
and was completed
without
any
problems.
Although

the war was over in the spring

of

1919, the government
felt the need for another
bond drive, this time called a Victory Loan. What
could they do for an encore? Someone had the
idea for the first ocean to ocean submarine mail
service. Again each subscriber for a bond received
a penalty envelope printed with a large red "V"
for victory and the words "This envelope contained subscription from
first ocean to ocean
U.S.S.

submarine

C-3." The envelopes

Submarine

Heights killer had the same words except that the
last line read "Atlantic-Pacific."
I have been un-

ex./.

"BALBOA
HEIGHTS,
C. Z. / RECEIVED
/
MAY 7 / 2:00 P.M. /1919."
There was a four
line killer on the circular postmarks this time with
a large "v" and the following words between the
lines of the Cristobal killer: "FIRST
TRIP /

and insured mail generated

sales.

by our mail

I

able to find out how many covers were carried on
the submarine, but covers numbered as high as
1133 have been recorded. From the number that

were up $5,551.00, the net profit was in excess of
the previous sale by $466.00. The usual com-

turn up in auctions,

I would estimate

that fewer

covers than first flight covers were sav-

mission of II %Iwas charged to the sellers.
Copies of thr Prices Realized are still available

ed for collectors.
Defects including tears and
creases are almost the rule on all of these covers

for a stampeq addressed envelope from R.H.
Salz, 60-27th A venue, San Francisco, CA 94121.

as they were largely received by people who were
not philatelists and were saved in all sorts of ways.

Again thanks

submarine

for the excellent material

by our members.

provided

We hope the buyers were pleas-

ed with their pllrchases,

and we thank them, too.
- Mail Sale Committee
West Coast

Belated Report on
Mail Sale No.6

were again signed by

AnA.l'fIJC-PACl-.
_ "CRI~T-9BA_L.L
FIC / MA Y 7 / 6:00 A.M. /1919." The receiving
mark
was again in reddish
rose and read

registered

Expenses of funning the sale were up from the
previous year by $145.00, but as the gross receipts

carried by the
mail service

the same two gentlemen. The envelopes bore the
printed address of the "Victory Loan Committee,
Balboa Heights, Canal Zone." The Cristobal
postmark
was again
in blue
and
read

Mail / U.S.S. C-3," while the Balboa

(Please

Canal Tolls

do not confuse this report with the 7th

Mail Sale report which will be published in the 1st
quarter 1979 issue of the CZP).
The gross reported for the prices realized of
_$29,451,1)0 ',Yas red!lc,:<L!o $12.,179,50 be,,-ause 8
lots were returned due to incorrect descriptions
(pretty good batting average).
The contents of an insured letter ($86.00) were
rifled in the mails but we have been reimbursed by
the USPS. That is the first time that something
has gene astray and our postal service is to be
commended
for its excellent handling
of the

Division

Eugen E. Hamlin,

Jr. writes that our statement

about the tollsl through the canal being based on
the weight of the ship is only partly correct. He
writ~s_t"~at
1~1ost, ~hips_pay
toll~ __based .upon
Panama Canal net tonnage at either a laden or
"in ballast" rate. Warships, dredges and floating
drydocks pay tolls based upon the arrival displacement in long tons (weight). The tons comprising Panama Canal net tonnage are vessel tons
which are a cubic measure with one vessel ton
equaling 100 cu. ft. Tn theory the Panama Canal
net tonnage represents the earning capacity of a
vessel and the original
canal opened
numbers.

were

rules written

designed

to

before

provide

the
such

He also notes that in the listing in Vol. 14, page
II, the Navy number

10002 station

at Summit,

C.Z., should be listed as a Naval Radio Station.

Miller H. Hurt
We are sorry to report that Miller H. Hurt died
on September

4, 1978, at the age of 74 years. He

had been in comparatively

good health

demise, due to a stroke, was unexpected.
Mr. Hurt was a dedicated student

and his
of Canal

Zone philately and provided our editor with many
reports on his numerous finds of minor Canal
Zone varieties. These discoveries formed the basis
of many

articles

which

have

appeared

in the

Canal Zone Philatelist during the past ten years.
Those of us who knew Miller Hurt will miss his
warm friendship

and hospitality.

Miller and I had

often joked about how one might arrange to take
one's collection "with him" - an impossibility!
Our deepest sympathy is extended to his wife and
children.
Fig. 4. Major Walter Wynne receiving mail for Ilight near Cristobal.
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-

R.H. Salz

Fig. 1. Complete

1921 Centenary

Series on Cover.

Fig. 4. Scott No. 71b, ZONE

Canal Zone Errors
By Gilbert N. Plass
We

(Continuedfrom
Page 20)
continue
our series in which

we

are

found on the booklets

shown in this journal. If members have any unusual items which they feel should be included in
unusual

and sent it by registered
himself at Ancon.

mail from

Balboa

to

The I ¢ and 2¢ booklet panes of the Centenary
series

are among

the very scarce

booklet panes with only
respectively recorded in
previously illustrated the
2¢ shown here in Fig. 2.
that the row of vertical

middle of the pane is rather
holes considerably

Canal

Zone

about 25 and 15 panes
our surveys. We have
I ¢ booklet, but not the
It is interesting to note
perforations
down the
uneven with several

out of line.

produced

at the Bureau of

Engraving and Printing in Washington. Note also
that the CANAL ZONE overprint is not aligned
horizontally,

covers is

shown in Fig. I. On March 13, 1923, he placed all
the values of the 192 I Centenary series on a cover

cover.

6. This pane has a guide line at the right, one of
the numerous varieties of guide line that can be

discussing and illustrating unusual Canal Zone
items and errors that have not previously been

the series, please let me know.
First, one of J.P. Coveleski's

inverted, on commercial

right stamp on this pane has a spacing of 10 mm.
The different spacing can be seen in the illustration.
The U booklet, Scott No. 73a, is shown in Fig.

being lower on the right stamps.

Fig. 3. Scott No. 62a.
An unusual cover with an error stamp is shown
in Fig. 4. It has Scott No. 71b, ZONE inverted,
along with a normal copy of No. 70. It was mailed
on Sept. 29, 1925 from Cristobal by the United
Fruit Co. It is addressed to the Army Post Exchange, Fort Randolph, C. Z. Since the letter had
only I '/2¢ postage, it must have contained
a
printed advertisement
of the United Fruit Company. From all appearances this is an error cover
that was not prepared by a philatelist.
Error
covers used in the ordinary course of business are
always scarce. If someone realized that an error
stamp was on the cover, it surely would have been
addressed to an individual and not to a general
address such as the Army Post Exchange.
The booklet pane of the 1¢ value is shown in
Fig. 5, Scott

No.

71e. This pane is from

the
Fig. 6. Scott No. 73a.
When the Bureau resumed printing Canal Zone
stamps in 1924, they used at first uncut, ungummed,

imperforate

sheets of 400 for overprint-

ing. After the Canal Zone was overprinted,
sheets of stamps were gummed, perforated,

the
and

Fig. 2. Scott No. 61f.
The 5¢ value with inverted

overprint,

reading

down, Scott No. 62a, is one of the most common
Canal Zone errors. A number of panes of 100
must have been released. It is shown in Fig. 3.
Collectors are cautioned about the 5¢ value with
an overprint

in small type

similar

Fig. 7. ZO only.

Fig. 5. Scott No. 71e.

to Type V.

These were probably privately overprinted and it
seems certain that they were never inside a Canal

second printing with the worn grayish overprint
with the letters A in CANAL filled. The normal

Zone post office.

spacing for this booklet

is 9\'4 mm, but the lower

-28-

cut into panes of 100. The first printing of the
sharp A stamps in 1925 was still made by this
method. However, when it came time to make a
second printing
to overprinting

of these, the Bureau changed over
perforated gummed panes of 100.

This immediately caused trouble, as the gummed
sheets tended to curl in the press with the result

that

corners

of

panes

folded

over

and

the

overprint was not correctly applied to all 100
stamps in the pane. All except one of the errors of
No. 86 are from the second printing (Nos. 86b,
86c, 86d, 86e, 86f, 86g, 86h). We have shown
these errors in previous issues of the journal. Here
we show one more fold-over error, Fig. 7. Only
ZO is printed on the right stamp of this pair. This
stamp is from Pos. 10 of the pane and it is obvious
that the tip of this pane was folded under in the

Canal in safety, under 'Old Glory' " on page 49
and "In view of these circumstances
is not the

made the Canal

attempt

guide lines instead

to dilute and destroy our treaty based and

frame, in essential

instead

of knives

actually

foration

operation

since only one handling

fact, treasonous

is still in

Canal Zone 6~ Air Mail
- Dry Printing
24

divided
makes

up the peris re-

issued

on

shipments
date:

July

16, 1951,

and

from Washington

Zone was first
the

into two parts

the first time and this

double handling

for the second or cross-

direction. Of course what is gained at this point is
lost in the next step as the fully perforated sheets

of last issue)

This 6e air mail of the Canal

Senator
Barry
John J. Rhodes

speeds

as was
wheels

quired for each direction (vertical and horizontal)
whereas with the use of knives the large sheets are

print.

(Continued from page

Kitchel
with forewords
by
Goldwater and Representative

in character"

on page 62 typify its tone. The book

By George W. Brett

David Farnsworth

of a set of knives so that nor-

mally no straight edges will be found
formerly the case. This use of perforating

(Continued in next issue)

The Truth About The Panama Canal by Denison

required

wheels follow the central

indispensable
authority
and control
of the
Panama Canal and its protecting Canal Zone

press, as the crease is still quite visible.

A Review

Zone has consistently

that a set of perforating

require hand separation
of each into the
subject sheets as packed and shipped.
With

following

have been made to

perfect
Wet Paintings

the use of dry printing

plates as used in wet printings
example

for

100-

from the same

we could have the

comparison

of

the

two

processes if the paper was the same. Actually of
course the paper is not the same either in
thickness or grain and of course the gumming is
different, the sheets being pregummed for the dry

(Arlington House Publishers, New Rochelle, New
York, 1978) (USBN 0-87000-409-3), 240 pages,
58.95
and

Jun. 22, 1951

100,000

Jun. 26, 1951
Mar. 5, 1952
Jun. 12, 1952

1,730,000
800,000
200,000

The Panama Canal: Heart of America's Securitr
by Jon P. Speller (Robert Speller & Sons, New

Jun. 18, 1952
Jun. 24, 1952
Dec. 10, 1952

1,000,000
670,000
1,790,000
1,820,000

method, postgummed
for the wet. For the wet
process printings, the grain, relative to the format
of the stamp, has always been horizontal
including the last shipment handled by the semiautomatic
feedboards.
Someone may raise the
paper being parallel to the length of the D-roller

York, 1978) (ISBN 0-87000-409-3),
240 pages,
$5.95.
First let us look at the Kitchel work. This fast-

May 8, 1953
Jun. 30, 1953

reading book has many features to recommend

Apr. 30, 1954

1,180,000
300,000

May 24, 1954

680,000

it.

The book went to press last fall after Panama's
plebiscite on the new treaties.
to explain

the problems

The author's

of the Panama

question

(impression

goal is
Canal

focusing
on the U.S.-Panamanian
treaty
negotiations.
Kitchel could be described as a conservative, where LaFeber (see review in Volume

Total
Dry Printings

1,410,000

14, No. 2},VOlfld b-e calle<l-a-Iiberal. 'Kitchel is a lawyer, LaFeber an academician. Kitchel presents
the issues and history strictly from the United

Dultng this period ofissae-several
chan-ges were
made at the Bureau in manufacturing
techniques.
In January 1952 automatic polishers were added

States' side while LaFeber
Panama.

to the flatbed presses so that the first printing in
1951 will, in general, present a cleaner appearance

is very sympathetic

to

Kitchel feels that the U.S. must retain control

in the grain of the

roller) on the presses, and not at right

angles to it - and the Bureau stated
latter was the better way (see the

10,270,000

Jun. 29, 1954

that this will result

that the
"Bureau

Specialist,"
October 1954, p. 223-224). But the
why of it is reasonable enough once you figure it
out. Prior to the use of the semi-automatic
feedboards the plates

were so mounted-'otlthe

press-es

that the grain of the same paper would have been
at right angles to the length of the D-roll and the
best results obtained. Of course actually it was the
other way around, that is, that the paper was ob-

with less tinting of the white areas than will have
been the case on the following wet printings. This
can only be a general statement and cannot be

tained so cut as to give the best results with the

of the Canal for foreign trade and national
security reasons. He also feels that Panama would
be unable to operate the Canal successfully at this
time for reasons that include Panama's social and

held to specific examples as you will sometimes
get considerable
tinting with hand polishing or,

plates are mounted so that they are printed 90·
from the prior position, or in other words they are

economic

vice versa,

now mounted sideways instead of endwise as you
would see them if you stood at the side of the

structures.

He writes on page 195 that

Panama's government
"is now coming apart at
the seams." The book is an argument that "a new
treaty with Panama be one in the highest interest
of the United States"
(page 207). The word
"highest" has an absolute connotation.
Although he is promoting just one side, the
author shows his great knowledge of the subject
and is very articulate.
Tn the Preface Kitchel
writes that his "entire

time for two years"

spent on a study that resulted

was

in this book. The

material is logically presented. The discussion in
Chapter 6 of the meaning of the sovereignty issue
with respect to the 1903 treaty is the best this
reviewer has read. The book is more balanced in
the presentation

of the facts than the unfortunate-

ly pompous title and strong point of view of the
author would indicate. The book has a slant that

a very

clean

appearance

with

the

automatic polisher.
Another change was made in the past year,
1954. This was the use of semi-automatic
feedboards on the presses. The result is that insofar as
we know now the shipments of April 30 and May
24, 1954, were both produced on presses so

to mount them.
feedboards
the

press facing the D-roller. When these last Canal
Zone wet printings were run, using the feedboards, the old paper stock was still available and
being appropriately
cut so that it is longer in one
direction than the other to fit the large 400-

equipped.
This means that sheets in those
shipments have holes in the side margins that are
drilled for use in connection with the pins on the

subject plates it was necessary that their direction
of handling
also be changed along with the

feedboards.

parallel to the length of the D-roller. However, being wet printed the usual manual slip-sheeting was

On the U.S. flatbed

by the use of the semi-automatic

stamps

printed

feedboards

these

plates -

result,

the

grain

of

the

paper

was

holes have been in the top and bottom sheet
margins and the location on the Canal Zone
sheets is actually the same - it's just that the for-

required on the delivery side so that any difficulty
would have come to the attention of the personnel
and been taken care of.

mat of the design of the Canal
horizontal instead of vertical.

the use of the regular

Zone

stamp

is

but is well

In the production of this 6c air mail stamp only
two plates of 400-subjects have been used, Nos.
162151 and 162152. These plates are in the usual

However, the other book by Jon Speller which
is also reviewed, but only in passing, is totally
reactionary and jingoistic and not a good source
of information.
Sentences such as "And, God
willing, ships will forever transit the Panama

20-subjects horizontal by 20 vertical and these are
divided into four panes (10 by 10) by horizontal
and vertical guide lines terminating in arrows with

would infuriate most Latin Americans,
done and contains much information.

plates as it was then customary
Now with the semi-automatic

format

of flat plates prior to 1953. Thus we have

centerlines.

In the several printings that have been
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These tag-end
novelty

wet printings

and while other

with the holes and

ungummed
examples

paper

are a

are possible,

particularly
in Canal Zone issues that were
delivered about the same time, we have no
definite information at this time of similar items.
The reason why the Canal Zone sheets as issued
have the holes and those of the U.S. do not is
because

the final processing

of the Canal

Zone

(Continued on page 31)

Secretari s Report
Alfred R. Bew
29 S. South
Atlantic

Carolina

Ave.

N. J. 08401

City,

At the CZSG meeting held at SOJEX on April
16, 1978, G. Gary Lazo was introduced to the 25
members

attending,

as member number 1,000. He

was duly congratulated
and presented with complimentary copies of the CZSG handbooks. We
also had the pleasure of viewing an excellent slide
program
of Canal Zone stamps and errors
presented by our president, George W. Stilwell.
Results of the letters mailed to the 45 members
in arrears on their dues show 13 paying-up, 3
resignations,
2 with no forwarding address, and
the report of I death. Thus 26 collectors have
been dropped from the rolls. But we are pleased
to report that as of October I, 1978. we have 615
members in good standing (dues paid).
George Stilwell reports that he still has a few
paperweights
souvenirs

on hand.

These

with the CZSG

are

the

marble

logo that were sold at

the CZSG booth during INTERPHIL
'76. If you
would like to own one, please send $3.50 (postage
included) to G. Stilwell, 377 Rolling Rock Road.
Mountainside,
N.J. 07092.
The following handbooks
"Canal

are available:

Zone Third Series Counterfeits"

No. I:
by Col.

James T. DeVoss; "A Canal Zone Rarity" (No.
40a) by Edward S. Conger. No.2: "Canal Zone
Booklets"
by Col. James T. DeVoss and "A
Unique Canal Zone Error"
S. Conger. No.3:
"Canal
Cover"

by Rudolph

(No. 31a) by Edward
Zone First Issue on

B. Weiler and "Canal

07" by Col. James
Washington"
books
are
Secretary.
In addition

T. DeVoss;

"The

by Orville H. Milburn.
$2.00

each

postpaid

any back number

3¢ Stuart

These handfrom

CANAL ZONE
EXCLUSIVEL Y

Zone

Essays and Proofs" by George W. Brett; No.4:
"Type III Mount Hope Local Prints" by William
K. Philler; "Hamilton
Bank Note Issue of 1906-

your

of your journal

can be obtained for 75¢ per quarterly issue to
members and $1.25 to non-members
from your
Secretary. A cumulative index of our journal is
mailed to members about every other year. If you
do not have the 1977 index, a copy can be obtained from R. H. Salz, 60 27th Ave .. San Francisco.
Calif. 94121.

Misplaced Entry
The misplaced

My 1979 Canal Zone illustrated price
list should be available for distribution
on January 15, 1979. You may obtain a
copy by sending a No. 10 (legal size),
self-addressed stamped envelope or 25t
(U.S. stamps ok). My list is usually
revised twice a year to reflect new and
sold out items. Any item listed is in stock
when the list is issued.
I maintain the largest stock of Canal
Zone stamps,
postal stationery
and
covers in the world and would be happy
to assist you in trying to fill your Canal
Zone wants.
Canal
Zone collections
and accumulations
are always needed (particularly pre-1940 issues). Prompt cash
payment is available.
I frequently travel to New York City,
San Antonio and Atlanta on business
and could arrange
to examine your
better holdings. If you prefer write and
let me know what you have, its condition, etc. and I'll make an offer subject
to inspection.
Excellent
references
available. Dealing exclusively in Canal
Zone material since 1965.
APS
UPSS
CZSG

RICK SCHWARTZ
Box 25193
Los Angeles, CA. 90025
telephone (213) 683-2522
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entry of the basic 50c Panama

stamp on Pos. 59 of the pane has previously been
reported on Canal Zone Nos. 14, 18. 19. and 20.
We have now seen a horizontal pair of No. 15
from Pos. 58 and 59 that has this variety. This
misplaced entry has now been found on all possible Canal Zone stamps.
Statement
of ownership.
management
and circulation.
1 Date
of filing: Sept. 29. 1978.2. Title: The Canal Zone Philatelist.
Statement
of ownership.
management
and circulation.
I. Title:
The Canal Zone Philatelist.
2. Date of filing: Sept. 29. 197R. J.
Frequency:
Quarterly.
4 issues published annually. $5.00 annual
suhscription
price. 4. Office of publication:
P.O. Box 765 (9 Nittany View Circle), State College. Pa. 16801. 5. General business
office: 29 S. Soutb Carolina
Ave .. Atlantic City. N.J. 08401 6.
Puhlisher: Canal Zone Study Group. 29 S. South Carolina Ave.,
Atlantic
City. N.J. 08401: Editor: Gilbert N. Plass. P.O. Box
9973, College Station, Tex. 77840. 7. Owner: Canal Zone Study
Group, address above. 8. Known bondholders.
etc.: None. 9. The
purpose. function, and nonprofit status of this organization
and
the exempt status for Federal income tax purposes have not changed during
culatIOn:

the preceding

637
750
617
113
20
etc.

12 months.

v
c c "~~ Z
'c.
2)
750 <::;~

':.).;::
V
. ~~ N"c:
0"0_

]]1

A. Total No. copies printed
B. Paid circulation

I. Sales through dealers.
2. Mail subscribers
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

(membership)
Total paid circulation
Free distribution
Total distribution
Office use
Total

10. Extent

_

C)
OJ; g
OI;

and nature

2v~
622
178
800
601
"c cv 21
~ ~~
g.~
-i:5 ~

- .<= :r. ROO

617

of cir-

Denomination
1¢
2¢

"F" Numbers on Panama Stamps
By Richard H. Salz
In The Canal Zone Philatelist, Whole No. 35,
pg 11 (1975) a short article appears which cleared
up the mystery of the "F" followed by a four digit

four digits are nothing
order num ber.
It is interesting
the subject,

more

than

to review previous

which are a bit sparse.

1¢
2¢

38

an internal
writings

5¢

40

1O¢

41

1¢

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

on

In a letter

5¢
1O¢

1¢
2¢
5¢
12¢

of the 2s is F-3397 and of the 5s

F-2896. The 5s also appear without plate number ... " Another letter dated II March 1952

15¢
24¢

written by James T. DeVoss to William K. Philler
reads in part" ... the inscription at the top with
and/of without a "F" number - similar to the
U.S. plate numbers ... " This letter also lists the
existence of the 5¢ {Scott No. 33} as having a F2896 number. Possibly Mr. Greene overlooked
this item?
In addition to these order numbers you will find

52

2¢

53

5¢

54

1¢

55
56
57

2¢

5¢

which is "punched-in."

50¢
IB

We have seen "2,"

"3,"

"2A," "3A," and "4." The significance of these is
not known but a guess would be that they
represent a subsequent order for additional printingsof-rh'arp,rrtic'utarl'mnrmlf-rren'omina
ti on:You will also find that the same order number
exists

on different

denominations,

as on Scott

Nos. 49-51. Apparently the same order number
was assigned to all denominations
included in a
single request for stamps. As you will note from
the list there are a number of instances where a
different order number was used for the same
denomination.
A possible explanation
is that a
new plate had been made and the new order, and
subsequent
plate.

ones, were assigned to that particular

Our listing of the various order numbers
few gaps.

But from the information

has a

FFFFF-3843
F-3397
F-4068
F-2896

FFF-4244
F-4243
F-4243
F-3843

51

l¢

on the selvages of many panes a reversed number

F-2896

39

2¢

{Scott Nos. 39 & 40} carry plate numbers, which
so far as I know is something new in Zones. The
number

33
34
35
36
37

1O¢/13¢
1O¢

dated April 4, 1913, from Frank E. Greene
(Disbursing Office, Empire, Canal Zone) we find
an early reference: " ... both the 2s and the 5s

plate

31

10¢

for Panama, and then overprinted for use in the
Canal Zone. The "F" stands for foreign and the

Order
No.
FF-

32

5¢
8¢

number which is printed on the selvage of many of
the American Bank Note Company issues printed

Scott

No.

58
59
60

l¢

61

-

2ct
__
-:S¢;-------

62--

2ct

63
64
65
66
67
68
69

]¢

14/17

2¢

1O¢

15¢
24¢
50¢

FF-

somewhat between plates and press runs but on
sheets checked the left one is approximately

F-5082
F-5082

3Y2mm away from the stamp design and 23.4mm
down from an imaginary extension of the top

~~~~~~
F-5634
F-4068
F-5634
F-4736
F-6566
F-4068
F-6566

frame line of stamp No. 91. The right side hole is
IOY2mm out to the right of stamp No. 10.0 and
6mm down from an Imagmary extensIOn of ItS top
frame line. Now this apparently does not make
sense in the vertical direction but it is noted for
the sheets measured that they are somewhat on a
bias relative to the printing. So what has happened is that the sheets were drilled a bit off-center.

F-6272
F-6272

Accordingly
relationship

F-6785
F-6785

left and right sides should be averaged and the distance from an extension of the top frame line will

"p- - ". '-

15/18/110
J] I
16/19

F-

1¢

UX6

F-7430

been made without the help of the following
members - many thanks to them: Miller Hurt,
Jim DeVoss, Gil Plass, and Sam Wagonfeld.

1,000 Canal Zone Covers

PLUS
100,000 more available
We want to buy Pitcairn Island covers that
came to Canal Zone stampless where Canal
Zone
or U.S.
Stamps
are applied
for
further transmission.

around 41k-4·Y2mm.
in next issue)

CAPEX Exhibition
Two of our members had Canal Zone exhibits
at the international
CAPEX exhibition in Toronto. Dr. James B. Helme won a gold medal for his
exhibit of Canal Zone overprints. Dr. Gary B.
Weiss also won an award for his exhibit of Canal
Zone official stamps.

Report on Surveys

presented,

you might make an educated guess as to what
they might be. Please take a look at items in your
collection and see if you can come up with some
of the missing numbers. This study could not have

(Continued

F-

4¢
10¢

l¢

to get the approximate
normal
the two measurements
given for the

-t1ren'bei'ourrdto'be'ordinarily

F-6784
F-6784
F-6784
F-6785
F-7427
F-7427
F-4484
F-4484
F-4484

I¢

Fig. 1. Hole opposite Pos. 91, UL.

From time to time we have asked members

6¢ Air Mail(Continuedfrom

page 29)

sheets is different than for the U.S. (handling is in

report

various

stamps

to your Editor.

report

on the results of our recent requests.

to

This is a
We

100-subject sheets instead of 400-subject) and it is
not necessary to trim the outside sheet margins in
the perforating operation. So, here for the first

have only been able to record threli used blocks of
four of No. 08 from reports of our members as
well as a search of auction catalogues.
These
blocks are certainly very scarce. We asked for

time collectors may obtain full and complete examples of those \4-inch holes that are drilled in

reports of No. 47, 2¢ Type III, on cover (other
than first flight covers). So far we have recorded

the margins.

only one such cover, mailed from Pedro Miguel

In these wet printings

paper the gumming

operation

on ungummed

necessarily

follow-

ed and some gum occasionally came through the
holes. Because of the different format of these

on Nov. I I, 1920 to St. Louis. Thanks to George
Campbell for reporting this one.
So far no one has submitted

any evidence that

older flat plates the locations of the holes differ
from the relative positions found on the U.S. 8c

upper
right
and lower
right
panes
were
overprinted of Scott Nos. 93 and 94, 30¢ and 50¢

and $1 sheets which were printed from plates having central gutters. The relative position of the
holes on the Canal Zone sheets however is similar

sharp A overprint.
A stamp would provide
evidence of a right pane if it had any of these: 1.
selvedge on the right side; 2. straight edge on left
side; 3. plate number on right side; 4. letter F

to the second U.S. location as exemplified by the
$1 sheets, that is, alongside stamp No. 91 of the
upper left pane and stamp No. 100 of the upper
right pane. Their actual position
will differ

-31-

before

top

plate

number.

Please

check

your

collection and if you have any of these advise your
Editor.

Scott
No.

Quantities Issued
Several

stamps

have recently

been taken

aff

sale at the Canal Zone Philatelic Agency accarding to L.C. Hilzinger, Directar af Pasts af the
Canal Zone Postal Service. The official quantities
issued af these stamps are as fallaws: Scatt No..
III, 15¢ Smith, 3,356,500; No. 140, 25¢ Wallace,
1,520,000; No. C44, 15¢ airmail, 2,385,000; No..
C48, IO¢ airmail, 10.055,000.

Siderographers
D.W.McA.
J.H.S.

70

J.H.S.
G.R.M.
J.C.F.
W.McA.
G.F.H.

7]

Plate
C.H.R.
L.B.S.
*G.T.T.
R.F.W.
S.W.L.
T.B.J.

72

Plate Initials
By Richard H. Salz
D.M.C.

CAH.

79

AW.L.
J.M.B.
R.F.W.
C.H.R.
R.F.W

Siderographers
(Plate Transferers)

87

C.H.R.
E.A.S.
C.H.R.
C.H.R.
T.B.J.
L.R.M.
E.C.W.
F.A.M.
F.B.B.
F.B.B.

AB

88

JAC.

90
91

A.W.L.

searching by aur members. So thanks to all ofyau
who have helped with this project and please cantinue to. let us know abaut your finds of initials
not appearing

84
85
86

G.W.B.
G.F.H.
A.E.F.

an this list. Goad hunting!

Identification of Initials

Andrew Black

GWB

George W. Barber

DMC
CYDeB

Daniel M. Clancy
Clyde Y. DeBinder

JCF
AEF

James C. Filgate
Albert E. Fischer

CAH
EH

Charles A. Hall
Edward Hein

GFH
OHH

George F. Henlock
Orville H. Herlocker
David Lorenz

GRM
WMcA
DWMcC
DHS

JHS
HWW

Gearge R. Mason
William McAleer
Daniel W. McCallum
Dennis H. Sherman
John H. Silbert, Jr.
Harry W. Walstenhalme

Plate Finishers
FBB
JMB

Franklin Butler or
Frank Brahler
James M. Butler

JAC

Joseph A. Clark

RD
GHD

Robert
Gearge
James
Frank

JWG
FAG
TBJ
JHK
SWL
AWL
JPL
FAM(?)
JMcF
LRM
JEP
CHR
JES
LBS

Daley
H. Davis
W. Gessfard
A. Green

Thamas B. Janes, Sr.
James H. Kates

A.E.F.
J.C.F.
A.B.
E.H.

W.E.S.

C.H.R.
C.H.R.
C.H.R.
C.H.R.
C.H.R.
C.H.R.
C.H.R.

92

O.H.H.
D.M.C.
W.McA.

93
95

J.H.S.

96

G.F.H.

C.H.R.
J.W.G.
T.B.J.
G.T.T.

J.H.K.

FAG.
A.B.

105

J.C.F.
D.L.
J.H.S.
G.F.H.
H.W.W.
C.Y.deB.
D.W.McC.

106

]07

A.B.

S.W.L.
E.A.S.
R.F.W.
J.M.B.
R.F.W.
W.E.S.
J.M.B.
J.M.B.

W.E.S.
J.McF.
J.McF.
J.McF.
W.E.S.
J.M.B.

E.A.S.

C]

J.C.F.
G.F.H.
H.W.W.
D.W.McC.
C.Y.DeB.

Sidney Lawrence
Albert W. Ledger
Jaseph P. Lennan
Frank Martee

W.E.S.
R.F.W.

J.McF.
H.C.L.

L.R.M.
J.McF.

73

C.H.R.

J.E.S.

GRD.

Our original listing af 64 plate initials published
in the CZP. Whole No. 43 (3rd qt. 1976) has
grown to 109, so here is the up-to-date recard as
of Oct. I, 1978. We are positive that the list will
continue to be enlarged due to the cantinued

Finishers

D.H.S.
W.McA.

C3

J.M.B.

C5

J.M.B.
W.E.S.

JI

R.D.

J2
JI4
JI5
JI6
JI8

Jaseph McFate
Laurence R. Murray
John E. Posey
Charles H. Roll

J]9

J.McF.
E.L.S.
J.P.L.
J.E.P.

Philatelic
research"

presented

by the American

Society for "distinguished
philatelic
has been awarded to our member and

past president, Gearge W. Brett. We affer him
aur congratulations.
His research work in United
States, Canal Zane, and U.S. used abroad is well
known.

Literature Award
There were 105 entries in the Eleventh

Annual

APS Literature Exhibition at their annual stamp
shaw held during September 1978 in Indianapalis.
The "Canal Zane Philatelist"
was awarded a
large silver medal. Only two philatelic
received a higher award.

periadicals

Selected "Elusive"
C. z. Items
#67* (I ~ Ty. III Ovpt.) O.G .. N.H .. Cat.
$425,
Just
Fine
(tauches)
to.
V.F .....
$265; Fine (just clear) to.

V.F.

$325

Blocks of four pro rata.
#67 Almost V.F .. very light cancel. Cat.
$125+
#69 var. (Scott A34 Designs) 5~ to I B
denominatian.
Complete
set af 7.
Officially prepared for use but never
issued. all but 600 sets destroyed.
Very
Scarce,
Extremely
fine
appearing,
O.G .. 2 values minor
faults, 1978 Cat. $455+ + .
Same, Extremely Fine. O.G.
#7Id* (I~ ZONE CANAL)
Full O.G ..
Cat.
$130,
Just
Fine to V. F ..
N.H
$125; Fine+ with APS
Cert.

$115

$550
$685

$185

$135;!V.F

I
/
J--.--

#75* Full
(IO~ margin.
Org.) Bo.t.
of 6,
1978Plate
Cat. Blks.
$300++.
Fine to VF .. Lt. H .. Faint gum
bends,
fresh ... $400; Ex. Fine.

N.H.

$600

#76* (IU
Brn. Via.) Top Plate Blk.
af 6, ,/," marg. prabably slightly reduced. Ex. Fine, O.G., very light
hinge
trace,
Fresh,
1978 Cat ..
$200+ + .
#79* (30~ Brn.) Bat. Plate Blks. of 6,
Full margin,
1978 Cat. $200++,
Fresh. Fine+ to V.F.+. Lt. natural
gum bends, very light H. $300: V.F.
to Superb. Tiny gum wrinkle. Faint
hinge trace
Same, Top Plate Blks. of 6. Full margin.
Fresh O.G .. Just Fine to. Ex. Fine.
N.H ....
$300; Fine to Ex. Fine.
tiny hinge ....
$335: Ex. Fine. tiny
hinge
#80* (50~ lilac) Bot. Plate Blk. of 6. Ex.
Fine. a.G .. slightly trapicaL N.H ..
A.Gem.I978Cat.$275++.
#81* ($1.00 Via. Brn.) Tap Plate No..
FI4268 Single, Almost V.F .. O.G ..
N.H .. Cat. $125++
WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED
IN ELUSIVE
C.Z.?

A.W.L.
J.W.G.
C.H.R.

$375

$400

$450
$650
$175

Comprehensive "Canal Zone"
stock available
Satisfaction

or Immediate

Refund

Gladly Sent on Approval with References

John E. Scheffer

Installment Payment Terms If Desired
(No Interest or Carrying Charges)

ELS

Lea B. Schuyler
Edward L. Shankle

EAS
WES

Eugene A. Smith

*When

Walter E. Spring
George T. Tyser
Edward C. Wildt

gether but occur on the same pane margin.

GTT
ECW
RFW

Luff Award
The Luff A ward

two.

sets

of

initials

are

listed

MASTER CHARGE accepted on
large orders.

to-

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
SPA

Ralph F. Wurtz
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CSA

88 Beacon Street
Boston, Mass. 02108
Phone (617) 523-2522

APS
CZSG

